Pedernales Uses DFA Technology to Reduce Vegetation Wildfire Risk and Increase Reliability
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Pedernales Electric Cooperative (PEC) improved reliability and reduced wildfire risk by detecting, locating, and
clearing vegetation contacting a rural, overhead distribution line near Blanco, Texas. Distribution Fault Anticipation
(DFA) technology enabled this by detecting early warning signs of the vegetation intrusion. Conventional technologies
did not notify PEC of this condition. Rather PEC’s only notification came from DFA.
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The circuit in question is a long rural circuit with 153 miles of primary line
conductor. Upon receiving the DFA report indicating a recurrent fault, PEC utilized DFA-generated fault parameters,
PEC's electronic circuit model, and "blink counts" from PEC’s AMI (automated metering infrastructure) system to direct a
search to a small portion of that long circuit. A PEC crew patrolled the indicated area and efficiently found and removed
the cause of the recurrent fault: a tree branch on the overhead line. By responding in a timely way, the line conductors
avoided damage and possible burn-down. In addition this preemptive action avoided possible future faults and
interruptions to customers and removed the source of a possible future fire ignition.
Serving more than 270,000 customers in a service territory covering 8,100 square miles in the Texas Hill Country, Pedernales
Electric Cooperative is the largest electric cooperative in the United States. Pedernales has installed DFA technology on ten
distribution circuits as part of its participation in the Texas Power Line-Caused Wildfire Mitigation project.

